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Universal strong, weak, and electromagnetic i~teractions of leptons and hadrons are gen-
erated by gauging a non-Abelian renormalizable anomaly-free subgroup of the fundamental
symmetry structure SU(4)& x SU(4)& x SU(4'), which unites three quartets of "colored" baryonic
quarks and the quartet of known leptons into 16-folds of chiral fermionic multiplets, with
lepton number treated as the fourth "color" quantum number. Experimental consequences of
this scheme are discussed. These include (1) the emergence and effects of exotic gauge me-
sons carrying both baryonic as well as leptonic quantum numbers, particularly in semileptonic
processes, (2) the manifestation of anomalous strong interactions among leptonic and semi-
leptonic processes at high energies, (3) the independent possibility of baryon-lepton number
violation in quark and proton decays, and (4) the occurrence of ( V+A} weak-current effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

In two recent notes" we proposed grouping
baryonic quarks (B =1) and leptons (L =1) together
as members of the same fermionic multiplet
(E =8 +I = I) and generating weak and electromag-
netic as well as strong interactions through a
gauging of the symmetry group of this multiplet.
In the first place, this postulate of a common
fermionic multiplet for all fundamental matter
guarantees that in any model of weak interactions,
the same' [—, (1 + y, )] helicity projection manifests
itself for leptons (a,s contrasted to antileptons) as
is manifested for baryonic quarks. In the second
place, the gauging of the symmetry group of mat-
ter ensures that all interactions, weak and elec-
tromagnetic as well as strong, are universal with
respect to baryons and leptons. %bile the detailed
dynamical model of gauge interactions clearly de-
pends an the precise symmetry group one may
choose for the fermions (quarks+ leptons), it must
be emphasized that all such models share the fol-
lowing three characteristics:

(1) Among the gauge particles, there must exist
exotic particles (X particles) carrying both bary-
onic as well as leptonic quantum numbers. In the
lowest orders of perturbation theory such particles
would mediate semileptonic interactions only.

(2) If all allowed gauge degrees of freedom are
realized through appropriate gauge bosons, the
universality of gauge interactions implies that
leptonic and semileptonic interactions must even-
tually become strong. The asymmetric response
of leptons and baryons to strong interactions at
presently attained energies would then be inter-

preted as a "low" -energy phenomenon. 4

(3) If appropriate spontaneous symmetry-break-
ing is postulated, there is the (logically indepen-
dent} possibility of baryonic quarks transforming
into leptons, with a violation of baryon and lepton
number conservation (though the fermion number
E=B+L is still conserved).

In this paper, we wish to concentrate on one
class of fermionic models for quarks and leptons.
This class was briefly motivated in II; here we
shall be concerned with the experimental conse-
quences. However, we wish to emphasize once
again that the notion that all fundamental matter is
of one variety and that this lepton-baryon unifica-
tian leads to the three general consequences
enumerated above is something which lies at a
level much deeper than the particular models dis-
cussed in this paper, which may or may not need
modifications as new experimental facts emerge,
and it is this unification which we principally wish
to stress.

II. THE "BASIC" MODEL AND ITS VARIANTS

The central assumption of the "basic" model we
propose is that quarks carry four "colors:"
Three of these (a, 6, and c in our notation; red,
blue, and white in the more familiar terminology)
represent baryonic matter (8 = 1}, and the fourth
(d or lilac) represents lepton number L.' The
unification of baryonic and leptonic matter arises
by extending the gauge symmetry SU(3') of the
three colors ' (a, 5, c) to SU{4') of the four colors
(a, b, c, d). We shall assume that the fifteen (1 )

gauge mesons corresponding to SU(4'} generate

10
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strong interactions with f2/4w = 1-10.
Accepting that (spin--,' }quarks form quartets

with four valency quantum numbers (I, =+-,',
strangeness S, and charm C), with an underlying

group structure SU(4)~ xSU(4)s, the full global
structure we are postulating [and one which con-
tains the classification symmetry' SU(3)x SU(3')
of hadrons] corresponds to

G =SU(4) xSU(4) xSU(4').

This symmetry is mathematically realized by a
composite structure, '

S (a, b, c,d),

I R

where the (spin--,') column ((P, SI, A., y) indicates
valency and the (spin-zero) row (a, b, c, d) indicates
color degrees of freedom. A Physical realization
of this structure is provided by the following two
16-fold fermions.

A. Fermions

6',
XQ

+L,R
a

Xtf

(P~ 6', {P~ =v

+b +c @d
A., A., A. =p,

Xy Xc Xg =&

Their transformation properties are

These multiplets contain twelve baryonic quarks,
together with a lepton quartet which we have iden-
tified with the known leptons.

B. Gauge mesons in the "basic" model

The maximal ' anomaly-free (renormalizable)
subgroup of the valency group SU(4)~x SU(4)s is
Sp(4)~ xSp(4)s, for which each quark (or lepton)
quartet transforms as a 4-component internal-
symmetry spinor. Likewise (without a doubling of

quarks and leptons), the maximal anomaly-free
strong gauge group, which contains the strong
SU(3') as a subgroup, is SU(4')~,s . Accepting the

principle that a symmetry group is manifested
only through the dynamical interactions of the

theory, we should gauge

Sp(4), x Sp(4)„xSU(4')r, ,„,

yielding a total of 10+10+15= 35 gauge fields.
However, most of the essential features of the
model are retained, insofar as its physical pre-
dictions are concerned, if we simplify our consid-
erations and choose to work with the smaller local
subgroup

9 [SU(2)z ]x [SU(2)s ] x SU(4 )L+s (2)

for which 4~ and 4's transform as (2+2, 1, 4) and

(1, 2+2, 4), respectively. In the sequel we shall
do this. The groups SU(2}~ and SU(2}~u act on the
(6', X)z and (&, y)~ indices, respectively (or rather,
on the corresponding Cabibbo-rotated fields; see
Sec. IV), awhile SU(2)~~ " is their diagonal sum.

Before we discuss the structure of the local
gauges, let us list some of the general features of
the proposed gauge scheme:

(1) In contrast to the scheme proposed in I
[where only the subgroup SU(3'}xU(1') of SU(4')
was gauged], the present scheme treats leptons
and baryons universally even so far as strong
gauge couplings are concerned. As will be seen
in Sec. III, the presently observed differences be-
tween leptons and baryons in this regard will be
attributed (through a, mechanism of spontaneous
symmetry breaking) to a heavy mass of those
strong gauge mesons, which interact with the lep-
tons. The advantages" of the restricted gauge
scheme proposed in I, in respect of effective
strong interactions generated through the media-
tion of a relatively light SU(3') octet, are of course
preserved in the present scheme.

(2} If the bare coupling constants g~"' and gz"'
are equal, the Lagrangian would exhibit complete
symmetry between left and right helicities insofar
as fermion-gauge-meson interactions are con-
cerned. The observed left-right asymmetry (i.e, ,
parity violation) at low and medium energies may
thus be ascribed to heavier masses of the "right-
hand" weak gauge mesons compared to the "left-
hand" ones, introduced via spontaneous symmetry
breaking.

(3) An advantage of gauging the full SU(4') and

the right-hand gauges i~ {in contrast to the re-
stricted scheme of I) is that it is possible to gen-
erate electromagnetism without ever introducing
an Abelian U(1)-gauge group for this purpose. The
elimination of an Abelian quantum-number con-
tribution to electric charge is most desirable in

understanding why electric charge is so quantized.
Furthermore, the absence of U {1) may have im-
portance in securing "asymptotic freedom" for the
complete theory, including electromagnetism.

Below we list the set of 21 (=3+3+15)gauge
particles corresponding to the "basic" model with

the local gauge group g. These are
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Wi =(3, 1, 1)
0 rI {r W~ QI

2

coupling = n
4m

W„= {1,3, 1)
0 r I (r Wa }rI

2

coupling " = a
4m

V (8)—
212 f2

coupling —= 1-10.
4n.V =(1, 1, 15}

vY (2)I/2S2

V(8) in the 3x3 matrix block for V denotes the SU(3') color octet of gauge mesons consisting of V V ~
p& K

and V, . X is an exotic (B=+I, L=-I) SU(3') triplet" with members (X,X,X '), and S' is an SU(3') sin-
glet.

Defining V„4 = 8„4' +ig 8'4
&

—if% V„, the Fermi Lagrangian is given by

s
(P

L;„,=g g (6'~ & X ), {W )„r„[ (2I I'+, )]

Xa I.

+ g„g (4 „3I.7.lt )„(W„)„y„[-,
'

a~e, b,c,g

6'

(I-I,)] ~

Xa iR

2II2 as1

yi
5

+f + {4.'Oti(.'4)g. sV2&,

I+a

The complete Lagrangian (after Cabibbo rotations)
is exhibited in (16a) and (16c) of Secs. IV B and

rV C.

C. The photon

1
3 -Z& -me

1-3 -r& -m6

2 & 1
s -z&-6P

2 1
3 +~of -6 p

1 I I-3 +~a -6P
1-3 +z& -%6

—'. + 3P
1 1-3+3P

-3+3P

~+3P

0

0

To identify the photon field we must fix on a
charge formula for the fermionic multiplet ~ It is
easy to show that the postulate that the known

baryons are three baryonic quark composites and

have E,' = E8 =0 leaves us with just the following

choice for the charge operator" Q:

P

q f1+II+ f1+11 + 12E r + f El (2)1/2EI (6)

Here (f21 ")~ z denote the diagonal generators of
SU(2}~1 'Ia, while E,', E,', and E,', are the diagonal
generators of SU(4')~+a . The coefficients a and

P of E3' and Ea are arbitrary. This results in the

following charge assignments for the fermionic
multiplets 4~ „:

Note that the baryonic quarks (in the first three
columns) may be assigned a wide variety of
charges, but leptons associated with the fourth
color possess the unique assignment of charges'
(0, -I, -1, 0). In the sequel we shall consider two

special choices for e and I3:

the integer-charge model: n =P =+1,

the fractional-charge model: a =P = 0,

which serve to bring out the main contrasting fea-
tures of different submodels within our scheme.
Corresponding to the charge formula (6), the pho-
ton field will be made up of appropriate pieces
from W2~, W2z, V(8}, and S' (see Sec. IV). [Note
that SU(4) and SU(4') contribute symmetrically to
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for the integer-charge model, which we con-
centrate on, in the main, unless otherwise stated. ]

D. Variants to the "basic" model

E M

If electron number I., and muon number L„cor-
respond to distinct colors, the following simple
variants may be considered:

|'&) The "economical" model. Take as basic
fermions the four 8-folds:

with the symmetry group

SU(2)~ x SU(2)z x SU(4'), x SU(4')„.

The number of fermions is the same as in the
"basic" model; however, the number of gauge
bosons has increased to 3+3+15+15=36. The
physical SU(3') may now be identified with the
diagonal sum of SU(3'), and SU(3'}„, whose emer-
gence will require a more elaborate Higgs-Kibble
set of scalars than are needed for the "basic"
model (see Sec. IV).

(b) The "Prodigal" model Amo. del similar in
structure to the "basic" model, although more
prodigal in quarks and leptons needed, could be
constructed with the following basic fermions:

(P, tb 6', E

X, Xb Xc v rz

t
„Xa Xb Xc v I. ,z

Qnce again, we can assign "charm" both to v and
v'. [As will be seen in Sec. III, what chiefly dis-
tinguishes all these variants from the "basic"
model is the forbiddenness of the transition
K'- e + p.'. This transition is allowed in the
"basic" model through the mediation of the exotic
X's. As a consequence of this, while for the
"basic" model the X's must be superheavy
(mx& 10'-10' GeV), they need not be much more
massive than 10'-10' GeV for the variants. ]

From a pure theoretical point of view, none of
these "variants" is as attractive as the "basic
model. " However, at this state of experimental
uncertainty, we do not wish to prejudice the issue
of a final choice.

III. LIMITS ON GAUGE-MESON MASSES

All models discussed above give rise to exotic
strong interactions. In order to account for their
absence in the present energy domain, some of the
gauge mesons must be heavy or superheavy. Such
interactions are generated by three sets of gauge
bosons in the scheme:

(1) the exotic vector X triplet (X,X,X '),
whose interactions in the "basic" model read [see
(5) and (16a)]

f[X'(P6', +e 5I, + PX, + O'X, )

+X (Per+8 3It, + g&g+P Xg)

+X '(P(P, +e5I, + iTA., +P'X, )+H.c.]; (10)

(2) the exotic S' meson, whose coupling is given

by

gl
a

6" 6" M'
b c

—3(Pv+ee+gg+P'v') S'; (ll)
t

XQ
Iwe

t t t
Xb X&

Here F.', E, M', M are new heavy leptons and

the primed particles are new quarks. " Notice that
for this model both neutrinos (v' as well as v) can
be "charmed" so that they may be coupled to
charmed quarks X and X' through X. (This will
have implications for the limits on masses of X
particles; see Sec. III.)

(c) The fit e-color model. One may take as
the basic set of fermions a 20-fold 4 with the sym-
metry group, SU(4)~xSU{4}„xSU(5'},where

(3) the right-hand gauge mesons W~, which lead
to weak (V + A) interactions.

The following sequences of masses will suppress
reactions arising from sources (1), (2), and {3)to
the presently observed extent, both in tree and

(one can show) also for the loop diagrams (see
Sec. IVD for an example of the operation of the
suppression mechanism for loop diagrams ").

(i) The X couplings contribute to rl', no- e+e

V,
'

p, , and (in the "basic" model only) to
K'-e + p, ', K -e'+g . Since the observed am-
plitude for K~ —p, '+ p, is of the order of C~~' and
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no events of the variety K~ - p, ' +e' have yet been
observed, there is a lower limit on the mass of X
in the "basic" model given by f'/mr'(Graa. For
f'/4v = I, this implies that X must be superheavy
(mr& 3&& 10' GeV). For variants to the "basic"
model, where K-e + p.

+ is forbidden, X need not
be much more massive than mx'= Gr 'f', the
severest lower limit on mx coming from nuclear
P decay and the v, hadronic interaction in the
"economical" model. (Note that the v„hadronic
interactions through the mediation of X particles
are suppressed in the "economical" model since
known hadrons are basicaOy charmless and v„
carries charm. In the "prodigal" model, both v,
and v„are charmed so that the lower limit restric-
tions on mx are even less severe ).

In the following section, we exhibit the scheme
for generating masses of the gauge bosons for the
"basic" model only. It is worth remarking, how-
ever, that a nonsuperheavy X (mx= 100 GeV in the
"prodigal" model) will influence e e+ -hadrons at
present center-of-mass energies =5 GeV and may
provide an explanation" of the recently observed
near constancy of the annihilation cross section
over a wide range of energies.

(ii) The S' coupling leads to order f' interac-
tions of neutrinos with hadrons and leptons. In
order that the effective strength of such interac-
tions is less than or of order 6„„,at low ener-
gies, we expect (f'/m~o') & Gr .

(iii) From the presently observed helicities and
other weak-interaction experiments it appears that
the V + 4 amplitudes are at most of order 19(&

of t/' -A amplitudes, from which we may conclude
(if g~ =g„) that m ~ & 3m ~ .

In addition to the restrictions on the masses of
the exotic gauge bosons, there are constraints on
the masses of W~ and the color octet V(8), due to
the fact that they should mediate the known V -A
interactions and effective strong interactions (be-
tween baryonic quarks), respectively. From this
we expect that

TABLE I. Summary of expected masses for gauge
particles.

Par tic le Coupling Expected (mass}"

even more important, in order to motivate the
broken symmetries observed in nature [i.e.,
global SU(3}, or rather SUI(2)&&U„(1) wheng= 0,
and the Cabibbo rotation when ge0]—one is obliged,
until a new renormalizable mechanism is invented,
to implement spontaneous symmetry breaking
through the expectation-value mechanism of Higgs-
Kibble scalar multiplets. (We expect the situation
will change with the advent of new ingredients,
which may eliminate the need for such scalars,
except as a means for bookkeeping in the orderly
emergence of the symmetry-breaking pattern. )

At the present state of the art, there is a con-
siderable degree of flexibility in the choice of
basic Higgs-Kibble multiplets. However, it is
good to reemphasize that once these multiplets
are chosen and their general invariant renormal-
izable (cubic or quartic) interaction potential writ-
ten down, the pattern of (lowest-order) symmetry
breaking which emerges on minimizing this poten-
tial is (as a rule) fairly restrictive. This pattern
may, of course, get drastically modified through
the (radiatively generated) higher-order terms in
the effective potential, as shown by Coleman and
Weinberg. " However, as a first orientation the
demand that this particular lowest-order pattern
correspond fairly to the physically observed pat-
tern of broken symmetries, or at least to a set of
natural symmetries, radiative deviations from
which are in principle calculable, may make some
choices of basic Higgs-Kibble multiplets more
desirable than others.

Be that as it may, a simple choice, capable of
satisfying the restrictions on the gauge meson
masses for the "basic" model discussed in Sec.
III, is provided by a set of three 16-fold complex
multiplets, with the cyclic transformation prop-
erties:

(m~~)'a Gr 'u,O'I

m(V(8}) = 3-10 GeV.

We present a summary of expected masses for
gauge particles in Table I.

V (8) —= 1—10
f"
4'

+L 1

137

AR 1

i3

1

F

=- 47tn GF

& (.'31)I)V & )'
L

IV. SPONTANEOUS-SYMMETRY-BREAKING

MECHANISM
S0 f '-—=- 1.—10

41I

A. Higgs-Kibble particles

In order to generate the postulated sequences of
gauge masses (as well as Fermi masses) —and

X
f—=1—10
47t

superheavy & e -'CF ' 'basic" model

heavy &f -GF ' "economical" model

heavy =J -n GF ' "prodigal" model
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1 0

(8)
0 cos8
0 -sln8
0 0

0 0
sin8 0 etc.
cos8 0

0 1

while (A~&, (BD), and (Ce& are diagonal and of the
form

A = (4, 4, 1)o-U~ AUs ',
B = (1, 4, 4)o —U„BV ',
C = (4, 1, 4), —VCU, -',

where U~, UR, V refer to the three global groups
U(4)~, U(4)„, and U(4')~, s, respectively.

The most general renormalizable quadratic and
quartic potential' for the three multiplets
V(A, B, C) invariant under U(4)~ x U(4)ex U(4') con-
tains twelve parameters [fifteen if the global group
is specialized to SU(4)~ x SU(4)ax SU(4')~+a] be-
sides the three mass parameters for A, B, and C,
provided we impose on the theory the discrete
symmetry A ~ -A.

&
B~ -By C ~ -C& and g ~ pstI).

One can now show that this 12-parameter potential
possesses a minimum, "provided that (A), (B),
(C) are of the form

(A) R (8~)R(P~)(An&R '(8s}R '(Pe),

(B& =R (8s}R(&a)(Bn&

(C) =(Co&R '&8i}R '«i)
Here R(8) and R(P) are "Cabibbo rotations" of
angles 8 and p in the (51, A) and (iP, X) spaces, re-
spectively, i.e.,

where a, +a, , so that there is a possibility of
residual symmetry being in fact SU(2)x U(1).]

B. The Lagrangian of the model

Consider now the Lagrangian for the "basic"
model

-R=Tr Q (4/4)+ Q [VA)'+ Q )VV)'
I,R A, B,C V', O'I, O'R

where

+ V(A, B, C)+ piiA@s+H. c.
J

(16a)

P+z e =y„(8„41+igW&+ -if%'V&)~z s,
VA =BA +igqWqA —ig+W~,
VB = SB +igsW~B —ifB V,

gC = & C +ifVC —ig CR'

Barring the W'-containing terms (g~ = gR =0), this
Lagrangian is invariant for the full symmetry
G =SU(4)~ x SU(4)„xSU(4')~, ~ .

For g~ c0, gR a0, invariance holds for the lacal
subgroup 9 =SU(2)~"' x SU(2)„""xSU(4')~, „, with

4 ~, 4R, A, 8, and C transforming'0 as
(2+2, 1, 4), (1, 2+2, 4), (2+2, 2+2, 1), (1, 2+2, 4),
and (2+2, 1, 4) representations of 8. The only new
feature, so far as invariance for 9 is concerned,
is that in addition to the terms included in
V(A, B, C) and p. Tr[C~AC s], one could now write
a host of new renormalizable couplings among
these fields:

0
0

(BD& =
&l

-52 =XIV(A, B, C)

+ g p, , Tr[+z I';Al"Ps]+H. c., (15b)

(CD) = Cl

The four angles 8» and Q~ R are arbitrary at
this stage, but the five parameters a, , a„b„c„c,
are fully determined in terms of the fifteen param-
eters of Vj'A, B, C). Note the remarkable emer-
gence of a global U(3) as the residual symmetry at
this stage. [For the 15-parameter potential in-
variant for SU(4}~x SU (4)s x SU (4' }, an extremum
exists with

where the I'&'s are numerical matrices. Such
terms are invariant for the subgroup 9 but not for
G, and act as a perturbation 5Z to Z,

If the local subgroup 9 we are dealing with were
Sp(4)~ xSp(4)zx SU(4') [or even (SU(2)'x SU(2)' )~
x(SU(2}'x SU(2)"}exSU(4')], one may prove an im-
portant result about the minimization of V+A.OV.

This states that the minimization of V+AOV leads
to solutions for (A&, (B), (C), which in the limit
A. -O reduce to the unperturbed solutions given
(for example) by (15). We have verified the result
by examining the detailed structure of the "per-
turbation" term X5V(A, B, C). We conjecture that
the same result holds for the local subgroup of in-
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terest here, viz. SU(2)z "&SU(2)s"'&& SU(4'). If
true, this would imply that the (Cabibbo) angles 8,
Q, etc., as well as departures from the residual
global symmetry SU(3), are noncatastrophic func-
tions of A (and of the radiative corrections to A. ,
of order g', g f', A f', etc.). This has the conse-
quence that by ignoring 5Z in the first instance
[for small or zero renormalized X, and with the
neglect of 0 (g } radiative corrections], we are
not running the risk of losing out in unexpected
physics so far as the pattern of symmetry breaking
is concerned. In view of this we shall henceforth
drop the 5Z terms and work with Z. This implies
that we expect all further breakdown of symme-
tries to be radiative in origin.

C. The mass matrix

Returning to the Lagrangian J, let us study the
mass terms, obtained by replacing A, B, C by (A),
(B), (C). It is convenient to define the physical
Fermi fields which diagonalize the Fermi mass
matrix through the relation

4 =R (8g (P)4'n.

In terms of 4 o, and the fields AD, BD, Co [defined
through relations simila, r to (14)], we can write 2

in the form

-Z = Tr Q (eoVD4 ~)+ Q ~VDAo~'
L, R A, B,C

+ g I&V~'+ V(Ao, BD, Co)
V, @'L, WR

+ Q (4'z A@s)D + H.c . (16c)

Here

VD4~ =&4~+igW(8, Qg~ —zf+DV;

VoAo =
BAD + ig~Wz (8, P)AD -ig+oWs (8, P),

etc.

with

We wish now to consider the gauge-meson sector
of the mass matrix, including the mixing terms,
in more detail. For a first orientation, take
8~ =Qz =Ps =8s =0. This leads [with the usual re-
placement of A by (A +(A)) in the

~
V„A~' term, and

similarly for the B and C fields] to the following
expression for the gauge-meson mass terms:

11„,= —,
'

g '(a' + c')[2W"W + (W' )'] +—,
' g„'(a' + b '}[2W'W + (W„')']

——,
' gags(a')(Wz'Ws'}+ —,

'
gags(a, '+a, a4)(WzWs +W~Ws)+ , f'c, '(V, '+ V-,'+2 V'V +2 Vr~ Vr~ +2 Vr'„V' ~)

S 3+ ,'f'( 'c+3 —~'c+3 b)4(S )'+ , f'(c, '+c4'+—b~')(X'X'+X X'+X 'X")-fgzWz c,' V, + a — + ' S"1
~24 ~24

b4 3 0fgs (WsS )+ fgz(c, ')(WqV +WzV+)+ fgz(c, c4)(WzX '+WAX"'),
424

where

and

+a4
m(X', X,X ')- ' 4~

2

tllso — (C) + 3c4 + 3b4 )
2/2

(18)

c =3c~ +c4

These give rise to the following masses for the
gauge bosons (note that for this purpose one may
safely ignore the mixing terms such as S'R'V
WR'X ', and even 8'LS'„, a fact which is better
justified a Posteriori; of course, we do not neglect
the important physical consequences of the mixing
terms):

m, —-—,'g (a'+c')'",

w„o =0,
fHgo —p(gz +gs ) a.

Here A. denotes the photon and Z' a neutral eigen-
state, whose complexion is exhibited later. From
these expressions one may infer that the restric-
tions on the gauge-meson masses for the "basic"
model outlined in Sec. III are satisfied if we assume
that there are basically three essentzally different
scales oj masses (vacuum expectation values),
characterized by

pl~a —gaga(a +b4 )

~i(V(a))=
&2

c= (c, , c )&I GeV,
a= (a, , a, )=300 GeV,

b =b4= 204-10' GeV.
(19)
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The above pattern of vacuum expectation values
has the consequence that members of the SU(3')
octet of gauge mesons V(8) possess nearly equal
masses of few GeV; 8'~ and g' have masses of
order 100 GeV; soA;ile all" Ne exotic gauge mesons
(X', X,X ', S', and Wz') acquire (heavy or) super-
heavy masses because of the singLe parameter b~

being large. Looked upon from this point of view,
baryon-lepton asymmetry and left-right asymme-
try in the low-energy domain is due to this new

scale of mass b4. [Note that a priori the roles of

Q4 and c4 are interchangeable for most purposes

except for baryon-lepton number violation. One

may remark that for the "prodigal" model (which

we have not treated in any detail here) b, could be
as small as 10'-10' GeV, while" c,=c,n' ].

It is straightforward to diagonalize the vector-
meson mass matrix. For the sake of facilitating
further discussions, we show below the composi-
tion of only the neutral "diagonal" fields. These
are obtained by consistently neglecting terms of
order (c'/a2), (c2/b'), and (gz s'/f'), whenever
such terms are of no physical significance":

and

Wg W„' (V, + VJ&3 —(-', )'12S')

gs

f(g W„' gW') -—(—',)'"gs 8 +O(g/f', c /a')
Egg + gL, i+ 3gR J

fgo+ (2)1/2g WS +0 (g2/f2 c2/a2)

, g„W,'+g, (1+n,)W„'-~3 ftro-(-.')"'(g, gs/f)(1+n+~c, '/b. ')& fci
[gs'+ gz'+ 3f"-' «z gs/f )']'" W2

(30)

Vo=-,'(V, -&3V,), m,.=

where"

1 1 1 2
2= 2+ 2+f2

U = 2 (W3 V~ + V 8),

n = 3 (f'/g') (c,'/a'),
— f (gs'+ gi')

2 gz gl.

D. Color-valency mixing

Note the important circumstance that as a conse-
quence of gauging the 8 and C multiplets, color and

and valency mix, '~ and in particular the exotic X's
mix with the 8"s, leading to a nonconservation of
baryon (and lepton) numbers. This mixing term in

the mass matrix equals fgzc, c, (WAX '+H c ) Note. . .

the following features of this term:
(a) The strength of baryon-lepton number (B-L)

violating interaction is directly proportional to c~,
with exact conservation" obtaining for c4 =0.

(b) The W-X mixing term responsible for baryon
violation gives rise to the effective propagator

(k'+ mr') @'+m~')

in momentum space. This propagator is highly
convergent so that no infinities are ever encount-

ered in closed-loop calculations involving TV-X

mixing. [Using stands. rd a,rguments, i.e., diag-
onalization of the O'-X mass matrix, it is easy to
see that the effective coupling strength for the
baryon-lepton number violation is = (f'g c,c4)/mr'
so far as closed-loop contributions are concerned. ]

E. Gauge-meson masses for the fractional-charge model

In this case, it is worth noting that simple rep-
resentations of Higgs-Kibble multiplets (for exam-
ple, 8 and C) cannot be utilized to give masses"
to the V(8) octet of gauge mesons, though they can
furnish masses for the X's and 8 . This is be-
cause the appropriate entries in the multiplet,
capable of giving masses to V(8), carry electric
charge {if o. =P =0) and therefore must possess
zero vacuum expectation values. One can, how-

ever, introduce higher reduc+«multiplets such
as (1, 1, 4 x 4 & 4) if one wishes to give masses to
the octet SU(3') gauge mesons. [Note that these
restrictions do not apply if (unlike the case for the
present scheme) the electric charge contain con-
tributions from an Abelia. n U(1) gauge. ] Note also
that the X's in this scheme are fractionally charged
so that the X's and 8"s can never mix. In other
words, in a model of the type described above,
baryon-lepton number conservation is a conse-
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quence of the twin postulates of fermion number
and electric charge conservation.

V. FERMION MASSES

A. The fermion mass term

The fermion mass term

p, Tr[(%1(A)4„)D+H.c.j,

heavy or heavy gauge mesons (X's and S'). Thus,
the former may get most of their mass through
self-energy contributions involving the tight V(8)
exchanges-something not available to the leptons.
Note that the mass difference (m, —m, ) is com-
putable in the scheme, with SU(4') as a natural
symmetry. " Of course, second-order perturba-
tion in f is not reliable; it is amusing, however,
that one gets" the right sign and roughly the cor-
rect order of magnitude:

with 2 2m, —m, 3 Q mx
m 4p 4p m v[8)

(22)

a3

cannot provide a distinction between fermions of
different colors. Thus baryonic quarks Ind leptons
in the same row of 4' possess the same mass (in
particular e —3I, p, —h). The situation is not
remedied by the possibility [see (16b}j of adding
Yukawa couplings of the type

Tr(%&I';XI', 4's) .
Such couplings [which in effect treat A as con-
stituted of four independent submultiplets" (2, 2, 1)
of SU(2)~ x SU(2)s x SU(4')j may assign different
masses to 6', g, A. , and y within the same column.
However, the SU(4'}-singlet character of the sub-
multiplets means that there still would be no color
distinction.

Such a color distinction could arise if we were
willing to introduce an SU(4')-nonsinglet scalar
multiplet such as A' = (4, 4, 15)c [or a smaller
multiplet (2, 2, 15)z], which is capable of having
gauge-invariant Yukawa coupling with fermions.
This would have the consequence of assigning one
mass (call it a') to the three baryonic quarks in a
given row and -3a' to the lepton in the same rom
of 4. Thus the multiplets A and A' could collabo-
rate" to make the baryonic quarks consistently
heavy and the leptons light. We have, however,
avoided" introducing a multiplet such as A'. Apart
from the undesirability of proliferating Higgs-
Kibble multiplets, we wish to retain the SU(4')
color group as a "natural" symmetry in the sense
that deviations from it (including baryon-lepton
number violation) should eventually be computable.

Even without an A', there exists a definite mech-
anisrn in the scheme which could boost the masses
of the baryonic quarks without boosting the masses
of the leptons. In the strong-interaction sector
the baryonic quarks are coupled to the light gauge
mesons V(8) as well as to the superheavy ones,
whereas the leptons are coupled only to the super-

which, using renormalization-group ideas, may
possibly be an approximation to
=(mr'/m«, ~')' ~4'~ —1. Here m is the zeroth-
order common mass of quarks and leptons which
may be =m, . The baryon-lepton mass difference
may quite possibly have its origin in the large
magnitude for mx.

B. The massless neutrinos

In the theory developed so far, the neutrinos v

and v' are 4-component objects, and even if one
could arrange zero bare masses for them (by in-
troducing the multiplet A', for example), nothing
can stop their acquiring mass through radiative
corrections (e.g., through the y, -noninvariant
vector interaction29 Py„X6„). If the physical neu-
trinos (v, }~and (v„)~ are indeed (2-component)
massless objects, the model is presented with a
dilemma of massive neutrinos.

Below we suggest a mechanism to resolve this
dilemma. The idea is this: A physical spin--,'

particle is massless only if it can be described by
a 2-component spinor. To implement the 2-com-
ponent nature of the physical neutrino, postulate
in the model two additional 2-component fermions,
g~ and &~, which are singlets (1, 1, 1) of the local
group g, and thus possess no gauge interaction.
The only' renormalizable invariant interaction they
can possess is of the Yukawa type:

hfdf", Tr[B@s]+h'tI',Tr[BI'4 sH+. ]c, (23)

where the matrix

commutes with the generators of Q.
Consider now the mass matrix for the complex

g~, v~, v~. Assuming 0~ „=p~ „=0, for simplicity
of discussion and diagonalizing the relevant terms:

A64~L vR+ ~ a4vI, vg+ H.c. ,

we immediately see that among the 6-component
complex (vI, v~, and &~) there is one massless
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2-component left-handed particle which we identify
with the physical v":

9 ~4~S.
vPhY+cd g 2 2 x. 2l Q)1/2+, 04 +54 ri

(24)

plus a massive 4-component fermion. I ikemise
for the complex (v~, vs, gg}. (The restrictions im-
posed on the parameters h, h' and the angles 6}, «t}

by the demands of the p, -e universality can easily
be worked out and will not be exhibited here. )

Since the entire set of couplings of &" and &' are
contained in (23), these fields may be integrated
out for processes not involving them as incoming
or outgoing particles, leaving us with an effective
interaction

It is amusing that g,ff does not contribute to pro-
cesses involving the physical (left-handed) mass-
less neutrinos, although it would contribute (with
strength =h'} to semileptonic processes like e'
+e -hadrons, its characteristic feature being its
long-range character (on account of the factor I/p)
and the appearance of right-polarized particles

Before closing, me remark that if radiative cor-
rections to (8}are taken into account, such that
after including these (B) has the most general form
(consistent with conservation of charge)

(26)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

In this section we list some of the experimental
consequences of our scheme.

4 b4
Lse

then the interaction term (23) will read

Ig g~ (b,6', + b,3I ~+ b P, + 6 4v ')„
+terms containing gg and f's . (2'l)

Clearly, (27) will contribute further to a mixing
of different co1.ors and valencies, this mixing being
proportional to the (small) parameter h. Con-
versely, the masslessness of the physical neu-
trinos [which led to the introduction of the inter-
action (23) in the first place and the necessity for
(8}xO) may possibly rank as the deeper primary
reason behind the mixing of colors and valencies
and thus for the violation of inte~al symmetries
observed in nature.

A. The color octet of vector gloons V(8)

For energies sufficiently above threshold, one
may expect to produce these particles (expected
masses =3-10 GeV) in Pairs in normal hadronic
collisions with reasonable cross sections. De-
pending on the nature of conservation of color
quantum numbers, one or more of these particles
may be semistable. The whole octet is e1.ectrically
neutral for the fractionally charged quark model
(n = /=0}, while some of its members carry unit
charge for the integer-charge quark model.

B. The color components of the photon (U )

If the photon contains a color octet component
Uo (i.e., quarks carry integer charges), the ob-
ject "U"' can be produced singly in photon-induced
reactions such as

~+P -p+" U"',
e'+e -"U'" .

%e expect that the production cross sections for
"U""' in either reaction should be comparable to
that of p at appropriate energies. The production
of "Uo" in (e e") annihilation should exhibit a reso-
nant structure similar to that of p' except that its
expected total width is uncertain. If there exist
color octet states" C' lighter than "Uo," this ob-
ject would decay strongly to (C'+hadron} or
(C'+ C'); otherwise its primary decay mode would
be («'+y), with seconds. ry decays to (e'e ) and

(p, 'p, ). A reasonable expectation would be I'~, D

I'„„„,„=1:(10~-10~). To summarize, a search
for Uo using (1) missing mass measureme-nts, (2)

(p p ) production in (y+p) reactions, and (3)
(e'e }-annihilation experiments, may offer a. di-
rect means of establishing whether the photon con-
tains "color" pieces. If it does, this mould favor
the integer-charge quark model in contrast to the
model with fractional charges. In (e e'} annihila. -
tion, apart from single production of "U"''s, one
should also expect pair production" of the charged
members of the spin-1 color octet mesons (in the
integer-charge quark model) above the necessary
threshold. It is worth emphasizing that in ac-
cordance with the light-cone or parton-model
ideas, one may expect the ratio R=«(e'e
-hadrons)/a(e'e -g'g ) to settle to a value

QQ,
' =6 (plus possible contributions from the

charged spin-1 gluons)for the integer-charge model
and to a value —", for the fractional-charge model.
Also for the integer-charge case, due to the
charged spin-1 gluon contributions in a parton
model, one should expect «, st d g/Gt, to
remain nonvanishing in inelastic electron-nucleon
scatte ring.
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and

C. Neutral neutrino-current processes

v„+e- v„+e,

v, + e —v, + e, etc. (leptonic),
(29)

leptonic processes would help determine whether
S contribution is significantly present. We should
stress that the introduction of S is a consequence
of our gauging of the full SU{4') group.

D. Right-handed currents

v+p - (v+hadrons), etc. (semileptonic) .

(a) Z exchange. Our Z' is almost identical to
the "Z"' of the simple SU(2)~x U(1) gauge theo-
ries" insofar as leptonic currents are concerned.
One may in fact make the correspondence"
(g~, gs) (g, g'), where g and g' denote the cou-
pling constants associated with the gauge groups
SU(2)c and U(1) respectively. The "Zo" 's in the
two schemes differ in their coupling to hadronic
currents since the U' term in our photon does not
have a counterpart in our Z'. The differences be-
come significant when one starts producing SU(3'}
nonsinglet hadrons. This is because the U' cur-
rent is SU(3') octet.

(b) U exchange. It is important to note that 0
contains (Wz, Ws, and S') essentially in the combi-
nation

This same combination also enters into the photon
and is exactly decoupled from (vv) current. Thus
U' contributes to leptonic processes only through
correction terms of order 6 [see Eq. (20}], whose
net effect towards leptonic amplitudes can be seen
to be of order ' (g /f') (n/C ) = (10 ) x (strong
amplitude).

For semileptonic processes there is an additional
contribution due to interference of U' and S' cur-
rents which leads to an amplitude of order (g'/f ')
x(6'/C'). Because the U current is a color octet
this will become significant once we are above
threshold for production of color nonsinglet states.

(c) S exchange. This directly contributes to both
leptonic and semileptonic processes. If it is not
superheavy, "but instead has a mass =(f /g)M„+,
its contribution would be of order GFefmj There is
thus a distinct possibility in our scheme of a ne~~

variety of contribution, which does not exist in the
simple SU(2)~x U(1) theory. Since the hadronic
current, which is coupled to S', is a singlet under
both SU(3) and SU(3') its contribution to semilep-
tonic processes involving low-lying hadrons is not
suppressed by SU(3') selection rules.

To summarize, a study of the cross sections of
neutral neutrino-current leptonic as dwell as semi-
leptonic processes can in the first place determine
whether departures from the simple SU(2)I x U(1)-
theory" predictions are warranted; secondly
(since S' current is pure isoscalar), a study of the
isospin stmcture of the hadronic current for semi-

The scheme explicitly uses V-2 as well as V+A
currents. If the Ws are not superheavy (i.e, M ~

8-3M )~, one may expect {V +A) amplitudes
at around 10%%uc level of the ( V —A) amplitudes. Ob-
servable parameters involving helicity and corre-
lation measurements in leptonic and semileptonic
weak decays, however, depend upon squares of
(V -A) and (V+A) amplitudes without an inter-
ference term to the extent that one may neglect
the masses of the neutrinos {if they are light-mass
4-component objects).

E. Anomalous interactions of e and p.

Regarding contributions from gauge mesons to
such anomalous interactions, the only relevant ex-
change in the "basic" model is U', since all other
gauge mesons coupled to e and p, (i.e., Z', S', and
the X's) are much too heavy. One may verify [us-
ing Eq. (20)J that the U'-exchange contribution to
(ee) and (p, V. ) scattering is of order (g'/f')
x (h'/ma'), compared to the one-photon-exchange
contribution to the same process, where k' de-
notes (momentum transfer)'; this is too small to
be observable at present. By the same token, the
contributions of these additional interactions to
anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and
the muon appear to be too small to be relevant for
a present comparison of theory versus experiment.
U' exchange would, however, contribute signifi-
cantly in inelastic ep scattering once we are above
the threshold for production of SU(3') nonsinglet
states. Also, so far as the variants to the "basic"
model are concerned, the effects of nonsuperheavy
X's could be significant for semileptonic pro-
cesses" and particularly for e'+ e -hadrons.

F. Parity violation

Parity and strangeness violations in hadronic
processes arising from radiative corrections with

W~ loops are computable and of order G F„; (sim-
ilar to the situation for the gauge model of paper I
and for exactly the same reasons)"; the contribu-
tions of 8'„ loops are suppressed by the heavier
W~ mass. Furthermore, it is easy to show that no
large parity and strangeness violations occur in
tree diagrams involving the "diagonalized" gauge-
meson fields. The one field which might have
caused concern is 0, since it is "light. " How-
ever, U contains W~ and 8'~ essentially in the
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combination (g„W~+g~W„'), which is coupled to
pure vector strangeness-conserving current. Thus
parity violation due to U exchange can arise only
through a term of order b, in the coefficient of
W„'. Such a term interfering with the U' term in
U' leads to nonleptonic amplitudes of order
(g'/f')~s 10 (compared to normal hadronic
amplitudes) and, when interfering with the S' term,
leads to amplitudes =(g'/f')6's 10 '. The fact
that for the U' case we are dealing with an SU(3'}-
octet transition operator means that there is a
further suppression factor for processes involving
low-lying hadrons.

G. Violation of baryon and lepton numbers

The present gauge scheme can lead-through a
spontaneous-symmetry-breaking mechanism-to
a. violation of baryon and lepton numbers in the in-
teger-charge quark model. This would lead to
quarks disintegrating into leptons. Even with a
reasonably large strength for q- l+ (+ l decays
(G, =10 m~ ), there is, however, no conflict
with the extraordinary stability of the proton,
since the latter is a three-quark composite (B=3}
and its triple B decay (~nB~ = 3) can occur only in
order G', or higher (depending on additional selec-
tion rules). This is assuming that both the quark
and the diquark systems are more massive than
the proton, or even, alternatively, that there is
some fie1d-theoretic mechanism of quark im-
prisonment, which does not permit hadronic quarks
to materialize as physical particles. [In Amati's
graphic phrase, in this model, "for a quark im-
prisoned within a nucleon, the price of liberty is
death" (Aix-En-Provence Conference, 19"t3).]

If C, is deduced from the proton's lifetime, there
are uncertainties in the determination of its pre-
cise value. These arise from the fact that the
proton decay may be subject to additional selection
rules due to SU(3'} quantum numbers (see Ref. 2)
and also from the details of the wave function of
the proton considered as a three-quark composite.
Thus from a purely phenomenological point of
view, one may search for (integer-charge) quark
decays (for example, in process q 1+v or q-I
+ l+ l) with lifetimes ranging from 10 "to 10 '
sec on the one hand and very much shorter than

10 "sec on the other. In any case, the highly en-
ergetic lepton (or leptons) in the decay products
should provide a characteristic signature for quark
decay. Furthermore, in the decay q- /+i+&, one
pair of leptons (Il ) coming from virtual W decay
would carry longitudinal polarization exhibiting
parity violation.

As far as proton decay is concerned, one must
emphasize that it is essential to search for rnulti-
particle decays of the proton. This is because the
minimum number of particles-with fermion num-
ber conservation-into which the proton (as a
three-quark composite} can decay is three neu-
trinos plus a pion. Thus we may expect the follow-
ing decay modes:

-4v+ e' or 4v+ p,
'

4v+ p, '+ e'+ e, etc.

The crucial point is that no two- or three-body de-
cays are allowed. "

To conclude, the model provides a. number of
intriguing experimental possibilities. In particu-
lar, we urge a search for (1) color (either gauge-
vector bosons or color nonsinglet states} in
photon-induced reactions, (2) large isoscalar com-
ponent in neutrino-induced neutral-current pro-
cesses, (3) possible anomalous interactions of e
and p. , specially at energies above the threshold
for color production (for example in ep reactions),
(4) right-handed (V+A) weak interactions, (5)
muon-electron number-violating transitions such
as E- p. +e decays-this is relevant for the "basic"
model only, (5) "nonsuperheavy" exotic X-meson
effects in semileptonic processes in general, and
for e'+ e -hadrons in particular (relevant for
models other than the "basic"), and finally ("I)

baryon-lepton number nonconservation in quark
and proton decays.
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3If baryons and leptons belong to distinct representations
of some underlying symmetry group, there is no

reason why weak interactions might not have picked
V-A for baryons and antileptons (&,e+, p,+, &&). Since
charges of leptons within the same fermionic multiplet
as the quarks get fixed due to our assumption that they
are members of a common fermionic multiplet (see Sec.
Ig, the statement that the same 2 P +p&) projection oc-
curs for the two types of matter is not a matter of mere
terminology of what one may have chosen to call leptons.
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4The situation here is qualitatively the same as the one
encountered in the unification of weak and electro-
magnetic interactions, with ~& and p, for example,
sharing universal gauge interactions. The fact that v&

exhibits only weak interactions (and no interaction of
electromagnetic strength) at presently available ener-
gies is attributed to the massiveness of S' and Zo.

By I- we mean (I-e + I-p) s wh~~~ L e and I
&

are addi-
tive electron and muon numbers. It is conceivable that
L, and L

&
need to be further distinguished and corre-

spond to distinct colors. This would give variants of the
"basic" mode1 which are briefly considered in Sec. IID.

~Whether the observed SU{3) is the diagonal sum of
SU(3) x SU(3') or the SU(3) within our SU(4) may be left
open until one begins to observe SU(3') nonsinglet states.
Either possibility can be accommodated into our scheme.
Note that the notation of SU(4') x SU{4") of I is replaced
by SU(4) x SU(4') in this paper.

YIn many ways it is attractive to consider the mathemati-
cal objects F = p, g, &, y) and B = (a, b, c, d) as fun-
damental fields and the 16-fold 4"'s to be composite.
[For the "five-color" model of Sec. II D (a, b, c, d) are
replaced by five colors (a, b, c, d, , d&). ] This may
provide an answer to why the relevant global symmetry
group underlying our scheme is SU(4)J. x SU(4}R
x SU(4')I R, and not SU(16) or SU{16)&x SU{16)R. It may
also provide a reason for the circumstance that one set
of interactions (the weak) is chiral in nature, while the
other (the strong) is vector; the difference may lie in
the spins (2 and zero) of F and B. In this picture, a
binding between I" and 8 (which need not be strong and

may be ]= n [see H. Fritzsch and P. Minkowski,
Caltech Report No. 66-421 (unpublished) j }would
have to arise through some addMoaal mechanism. We

propose to pursue the consistency of this idea elsewhere
(in particular, the consequences of treating the known

leptons as composites). J. D. Bjorken and, independent-

ly, O. W. Greenberg {private communications) have
been interested in related ideas {specially with regard
to the 3-triplet model) from different motivations.

Here & and v' are 4-component objects. Later we shall
introduce two left-handed singlets f~@, and fg to ensure
the emergence of 2-component massless neutrinos
vl and v&. The basic" model, in its final form, thus

may contain a total of 16+16+2=34 2-component
fields, if neutrinos are massless.

We are indebted to Professor S. Glashow for pointing
this out to us,

~ We have in mind questions such as (i) calculability and
strength of parity and strangeness violations [see
S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 31, 494 (1973); R. N.

Mohapatra, J. C. Pati, and P. Vinciarelli, Phys. Rev.
D 8, 3652 (1973)], (ii) classification symmetry of
hadrons being limited to SU(3) x SU(3') and no higher
[see J. C. Pati and Adbus Salam, ICTP, Trieste,
Internal Report No. IC/73/81 (unpublished)], {iii)
saturation properties of hadrons treated as bound states
of qqq and qq [see M. Han and Y. Nambu, Phys. Rev.
139, 81006 (1965); O. %. Greenberg and D. Zwanziger,
Phys. Rev. 150, 1177 {1966);and H. Lipkin, SLAC
report, 1973 {unpublished)], and (iv) asymptotic freedom
for strong interactions [D. Gross and F. Wilczek, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 30, 1343 {1973);and D. Politzer, ibid. 30,
1646 (197$)]. (Whether asymptotic freedom is lost by
the introduction of Higgs-Kibble scalars in a model like

V(A, a, C) = (n&Tr[AA ]+n&Tr[(AA )t]

+ n&Tr[AAtAAt]),

ours based on a semisimple group like SU(4)L xSU(4)R
x SU(4') is discussed in a forthcoming paper by
R. Delbourgo and Abdus Salam [Imperial College report
(unpublished)]. At any rate this loss is unlikely to be
serious if Higgs-Kibble scalars are composites. j
Note that if we did not insist on the full SU(4') gauging,
we could still obtain an elegant left-right symmetric
anomaly-free gauge scheme given by SU(2)&+
x SU(2)R x SU(3)I,R x U(1)L,,„,where U(1) is given
by the charm generator (~~)~ (F&5)1+R of SU{4'). This
scheme wi11 have all the consequences of the present
extended scheme except for the interactions mediated
by the X particles. [The U(1)-gauge particle will
correspond to 8 of the present scheme, though its
coupling strength would not be related to that of the
SU(3') octet. ] In this restricted scheme, it may be
possible to preserve masslessness of neutrinos without
invoking &'s (footnote 8). This is because v~1' " and

~R ~ interactions (mediated through IVI, Rz and S
gauge mesons) are y5-invariant. (One must still ex-
amine whether the leftover Higgs-Kibble meson inter-
actions can be arranged to preserve the said y5 invari-
ance. We thank Dr. R. N. Mohapatra for pointing this
out to us. )

2The charges of the X triplet (0, —1,—1) correspond to
the integer-charge model. For the fractional-charge
model these would be {-3,-~, -3).
Note that (I 31. +I 3R ') equals (F3+F8/v'3 —(3) F&5)L,+R
where F3, F8, and F&5 are the ('iagonal generators of
SU(4) defined explicitly in I.

' The symmetry group is SU{4)z,x SU(4)R x SU(4'). It
could also be SU(4)& x SU(4)R x SU(4)', x SU(4)'&, in which
case the p-e distinction is emphasized even more.

'5The problems of calculability {and renormalizability)
of the relevant radiative corrections in the present
model have been considered by Dr. D. Ross [Imperial
College report (unpublished) ].
This suggestion (first made at the Irvine Conference
on Weak Interactions, 1973) is the subject of a separate
paper [J. C. Pati and AMus Salam, Phys. Rev. Lett.
32, 1083 (1974}l. Note added in proof. However, it
should be stressed that in the gauge-theory context, we
find it difficult to find a suitable Higgs-Kibble system,
which in zeroth order can assign light mass of order
100 BeV to x's and yet appropriately heavy mass to s.

~VS. Coleman and E. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. D 7, 1888 {1973).
~ The general 15-parameter potential V(A,B,C) contains

mass terms like Tr[AA ] and terms of the type
(Tr[AA l)(Tr$8 ]) ~ Tr[CAAtC j, etc. , and is invariant
for U(4)1, x U(4)R x U(4'}. When one specializes to SU{4)L
x SU(4)R x SU(4'), three additional terms appear. These
are proportional to detA, det B, det C.

' We are indebted to Dr. Ling-Fong Li and Dr. M. A.
Rashid for kindly showing that the solution (15) is not
just an extremum of the {12+3)-parameter potential
V(A, B, C) (with three mass and twelve interaction
terms) but represents a possible minimum for a
specified sequence of signs of these parameters. A

simple illustrative example for the sequence of signs
fsee Ling-Fong Li, Phys. Rev. D 9, 1723 (1973)] is
provided by the (6+3 parameter) potential. Take
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where (besides &&,P&, p&) P& is negative, while all other
parameters are positive. Arrange p&. &&. P& (the mass
parameters for C, A, and B) to be in the ratios
1:n 2: n 4, whQe all other parameters are of magni-
tude f /4'= 1. One finds that (c&, e4}, (a&,a4}, and (54}
are in the ratios 1.e n (n= ~ ). If V(A,B, C)
contains terms proportional to det A, det B, and det C

[corresponding to the symmetry SU(4)1 x SU{4)&x SU(4')
rather than U (4)i x U (4)& x U (4'}], an extremum exists
with

ag

i.e. , the solution exhibits a residual symmetry SU(2)
x U(1). We have not examined vrhether this solution
represents a true minimum.

OOne might have been tempted to replace the multiplet
A=(4, 4, 1) of G by a more economical submultiplet
A = (2, 2, 1} of g with the (apparently aHomed) pattern

0 0

together mith (B) and (C) as in {15). So far as 8'z,
8'z, and V masses are concerned, one might then have
the desired sequence of masses (except that WzS'z
mixing would be absent). However, vre have preferred
to use the larger multiplet A, since the global SU(3)
then has a chance to emerge more naturally.
By adding a new rnultiplet D =(1, 1, 15}, it should be
possible to make the X's superheavy without affecting
the mass of S . Likewise, a multiplet E =(1, 3, 1)
would affect only the mass of 8'&~. With both these
multiplets present, 5 4 need be no larger than a 4, and
So may have a mass as light as ( 3}~ 2fa = (f/g)m~+ .
The introduction of such multiplets does not distur6
the pattern of solutions (Az), PD), {CD) shown in the
text.
We have retained seemingly insignificant terms of or-
der D(g /f ) and (e +2) in U'0 partly because the 6 terms
may have observable consequences in parity violation
in nuclear transitions and partly because without these
terms Uo will not appear to be anywhere near an eigen-
state of the mass matrix.

~SNote that the physical particles [vrith broken SU(3')] may
not be Uo and V, but rather their linear combinations.
This wi11 be the case if the mass matrix assigned un-
equal to V3 and V8 before diagonalization.
If we had not set the 9's and Q 's equal to zero, all color
and valency components mould have mixed, and not just
the strange exotic X' vrith 8'I, An attractive choice
which breaks all color symmetries is ~8& —Os~=90'.

~5In the present scheme (with both 8 and C present), c4
can be as amaH as we wish since the X"s can be super-
heavy through 5 4. (This is in contrast to the limited
multiplet scheme exhibited in II, where only either B
or C mas introduced. )

2 This contrasts with the view of D. J. Gross and F.Wilc-
zek, Phys. Rev. D 8, 3633 (1973),and S. Weinberg, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 31, 494 (1973), vrho have suggested from in-
dependent considerations that the V(8) octet consists of

massless particles and the SU(3') color symmetry is
exact; the consequent infrared infinities have been wel-
comed by these authors with the hope that they may
prevent emission of quarks and the V{8) gluons.

' Such a collaboration may perhaps receive a "natural"
interpretation within a U{4') structure if A and A'
correspond to (gg) composites. In this case A' may
play its legitimate role without spoiling SU(4'} natural
symmetry and the postulate of ($g) & 0 (with A and A'

collaborating) would provide perhaps a more attractive
way of building in ferrnion masses.
We use the words "natural symmetry" in the sense of
S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 29, 338 (1972), and
H. Georgi and S. L. Glashow, Phys. Rev. D 6, 2977
(1972). The problems of calculability (and renormal-
izability) of radiative corrections as mell as of possible
pseudo-Goldstone bosons in the present model have
been considered in detail by Dr. D. Ross (see Ref. 15).
Of course, if one could leave 6', ~, quarks massless
[a possibility which is attractive for chiral SU(2}I
& SU(2)R symmetry], the &p&6X& interaction would be
p5-invariant. This, hovrever, may not apply to v' in-
teractions, since the companion y quarks are presurn-
ably massive. We should remark that light quark
masses (analogous to light lepton masses} vrould be an
interesting possibility, if the idea of "hiding" quarks
becomes feasible.

OBy 'U "we mean U or linear combinations of U and
Vo depending upon the complexion of the physical parti-
cles (see footnote 20).

3~The possible occurrence of such states has been pointed
out by M. Y. Han and Y. Na.mbu, Phys. Rev. 139,
81006 {1965),and has been considered subsequently
by many authors.
The contribution of these spin-1 gluons (vrhich should
possess an intrinsic magnetic moment) to the electro-
magnetic current may play a role either directly
{corresponding to the production of these gluons in
pai~s) or indirectly (via the light-cone picture) in pro-
viding an explanation for the recently observed near
"constancy" of (e+e -hadrons) over a large range of
s =center-of-mass (energy)2. The gluon pair could
contribute a term grovring vrith s in the region of inter-
est, which might compensate for the expected {1/s) faH-
off of other contributions.

33By simple SU(2)1 x U(1) theory, we mean the gauge
theory of the type suggested by Abdus Salam and J. C.
Ward, Phys. Lett. 13, 168 (1964); S. Weinberg, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 19, 1264 (1967), and Abdus Salam, in
Elementary Pa&icle Physics, edited by N. Svartholrn
(Almqvist and WikseHs, Stockholm, 1968), p. 367,
together with extension to hadrons as given by S. L.
Glashow, J. Iliopoulos, and L. Maiani, Phys. Rev.
D 2, 1285 (1970).

4With this correspondence, the predictions of the two
schemes coincide for leptonic processes provided the
contributions from other exchanges (in particular &0)

are negligible. In this case, one may describe the
neutral-current processes by one gauge angle ( (see
Ref. 33) given by sin $ =gz /(gl +gz ). If gl =gg,
we expect sin $ to be nearly 0.5. In line with our sug-
gestion in Sec. II that the starting Fermi Lagrangian
may be completely left-right symmetric with equality
of bare coupling constants gz~~ and giso~

~ the ratio of
the renorrnalized coupling constants {gz/g@) would
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differ from unity by calculable finite radiative cor-
rections of order n ln(mz /m~ ) to the extent that
spontaneous symmetry breaking introduces different
masses for +z and WR (for example). Thus a study of
neutral-current processes and {V+A ) interactions
could help determine whether there is a complete
left-right symmetry (L—R) in the basic Fermi
Lagrangian.

~Note that strong-interaction quark-quark scattering
amplitudes arising due to V(8) exchange are of order
(f2/f 2c ) —(1/c2)
S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 31, 494 (1973); R. N.
Mohapatra, J. C. Pati, and P. Uinciarelli, Phys. Rev.
D 8, 3652 (1973).

7In the classic experiments of H. S. Gurr, W. R. Kropp,
F. Reines, and B. S. Meyer [Phys. Rev. 158, 1321
(1967)], attention was concentrated on relatively high-

energy charged secondaries, so that possibly the two-
body decays of the proton were the ones which received
more emphasis. Such decays are forbidden in the
model presented in this paper. One may wonder
whether some of the unidentified low-energy charged
secondaries could have come from four- (or more-)
particle decays of the proton. In a recent paper,
F. Reines and M. F. Crouch [Phys. Rev. Lett. 32, 493
(1974)] report five p events which may possibly have re-
sulted from proton decays in their detectors. In the
authors' view, so far as this experiment is concerned,
"it seems prudent to interpret the signal so as to yield
a lower limit on nucleon lifetime" of 2x 10 years.
We are indebted to Professor F. Reines, Professor
H. S. Gurr, and Professor Z. Zichichi for numerous
kind discussions.


